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About the Reviewer

Abstract Specimen retrieval bags have long been used in

laparoscopic gynecologic surgery for contained removal of

adnexal cysts and masses. More recently, the concerns

regarding spread of malignant cells during mechanical

morcellation of myoma have led to an additional use of

specimen retrieval bags for contained ‘‘in-bag’’ morcella-

tion. This review will discuss the indications for use

retrieval bags in gynecologic endoscopy, and describe the

different specimen bags available to date.
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Review

Laparoscopic specimen retrieval bags have been used in

minimally invasive gynecologic surgeries for many years.

Originally, retrieval bags were used to remove adnexal

cysts and masses through the small laparoscopic incisions

while avoiding spillage of their content in the abdominal

cavity. In those cases, the adnexa (in cases of adnexa

removal) or the cyst (in cases of cystectomy) are placed

within the specimen retrieval bag introduced into the pel-

vic, and the fluid is drained and suctioned in a contained

manner. This practice was advocated due to concerns

regarding spillage of a malignant cyst, which may be
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associated with dissemination of malignancy and upstaging

of the disease [1]. In addition, intra-abdominal spillage of

benign cysts such as benign cystic teratoma and mucinous

cystadenoma may also be hazardous, and in rare cases has

been associated with chemical peritonitis [2, 3].

More recently, an additional use for specimen retrieval

bags in gynecology has been suggested in view of the FDA

warning regarding use of mechanical power morcellators

for removal of myoma and myomatous uteri [4]. This

warning stems from the debate on the safety of using

morcellators for the laparoscopic extraction of myoma due

to the risk of inadvertent spread of unsuspected leiomyo-

sarcoma resulting in cancer spread and worsened progno-

sis. This risk has been estimated from about 1/350 to

1/1000 cases. In order to decrease risk of spread of

unsuspected leiomyosarcoma during morcellation, the

option of placing the specimen retrieval bag in the

abdominal cavity and performing the morcellation within

the bag has been suggested. This practice would require the

use of large specimen bags and adaptation of the morcel-

lation technique [5].

Currently marketed specimen retrieval bags differ in

their size (i.e., diameter of the bag) and in the technique

employed to open and deploy the bag. The most commonly

used specimen bags in gynecology range from 10 to 15 cm

in diameter, and allow for easy removal of most adnexal

masses. The 10 cm bags usually require a 10 mm laparo-

scopic port for introduction into the abdomen, which may

be placed in the umbilicus or in the lower abdomen. The

advantage of using a 10 cm umbilical port for introduction

of the bag instead of a lower abdominal port is that the

former usually does not require fascial closure. The 15 cm

specimen bag usually requires a 12 mm port for introduc-

tion into the pelvic, necessitating closure of the fascia layer

to avoid port-site hernia.

Specimen retrieval bags also differ in their opening

technique. Some specimen bags have the ability to open

automatically after introduction into the abdomen, while

others require manual opening by two graspers holding the

bag edges. The bags with automatic opening are usually

easier to use, but often more expensive than the bags with

Fig. 1 Specimen bag with manual opening

Fig. 2 Specimen bag with automatic opening

Fig. 3 Specimen bag with manual opening deployed in the abdomen,

containing two fallopian tubes in a patient with bilateral

hydrosalpinges
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manual opening. Figures 1, 2 show examples of a manually

opening bag (Endobag, manufactured by Covidien, Mans-

field, MA, USA) and an automatically opening bag (En-

docatch, manufactured by Covidien, Mansfield, MA,

USA), respectively. All bags are manufactured for single

use. We have found that the specimen bag with a 10-cm

diameter and manual opening is suitable for most adnexal

surgeries, obviating the need to use the more expensive

bags with automatic opening (Fig. 3). Some authors have

described the use of ‘‘home-made’’ specimen bags, such as

a surgical glove or a zipper storage bag, which are cheaper

than the manufactured bags [6, 7]. The author has not used

any of the ‘‘home-made’’ bags and therefore cannot rec-

ommend them.

As mentioned, specimen retrieval bags will likely be

increasingly used to contain and prevent spread during

myoma or uterine morcellation [8]. In order to perform

morcellation in a bag, a large specimen bag is placed in the

abdomen, ideally with its edges exteriorized to the

abdominal wall and CO2 pneumoperitoneum created inside

the bag. For this purpose, large bags are required, such as

bowel isolation bags (typically measuring 50 9 50 cm).

After the specimen is placed in the bag, the morcellation

can be performed using a single port or a multiport

approach. This technique requires a learning curve to allow

for safe morcellation. As yet, limited clinical data are

available on the outcomes and safety of ‘‘contained’’

morcellation. However, an in vitro study performed on box

trainers did show lack of tissue dissemination using the

contained morcellation technique [9]. Further discussions

and statements issued by the national endoscopic societies

and the local authorities regulating the use of medical

devices will determine whether ‘‘contained’’ or ‘‘in-bag’’

morcellation will become the norm for laparoscopic

retrieval of myoma.
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